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1 Executive Summary
The main objective of the INTERMODEL project is to develop an integrated decision
support platform to assess different pilot cases of multimodal, multiproduct and
multipurpose freight rail terminals in terms of a wide range of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and Performance Indicators (PIs). By integrating simulation modules of
the terminal operation and its relationship to the hinterland into a BIM design, both the
quickness and the quality of the decision‐making will be improved.
The main objective of WP2 is to be the binder for the rest of the work packages, since
the environment planning considers modelling and simulation to be tested efficiently
throughout the other work packages. Solutions will be developed collaboratively with
input from other required work packages. The task utilises software development
experience from VIAN and builds on the modelling use case experience of VTT and IDP.
Demonstration for logistical operations and external mobility simulations to add into
modelled information are provided by MAC and CENIT. The environment development
requires consideration of interoperability and data exchange standards between
potential software from different fields of planning. An approach will be proposed,
allowing partners to remotely access the on‐going virtual plans of railway terminals.
This document shows the results from the second task in WP2 completed during the late
2016 and fall 2017 period (M1‐M12). The aim of WP2 is to develop a holistic integrated
planning environment that enables technical management of modelled terminal
projects and supports decision making on assets throughout the life cycle. The purpose
of this document is to report the findings of T2.2 to explain approach to manage
increased complexity in terminals. The approach enables consideration of solutions with
integrated planning where individual segment and discipline models (buildings, logistics
etc.) are combined. The approach specifies a software architecture and principles to
efficient utilisation of models through interfaces to connect various technologies. Open
formats will be considered to improve interoperability across countries.
This deliverable explains the main principles for the integration platform. The approach
describes first how terminals are developing and what kind of challenges there are.
These trends are also affecting to the material flow and the operation of ports and inland
terminals. Then the report explains how the work practices in the industry are becoming
increasingly digitised. Model based tools are used in design and construction, providing
better opportunity to coordinate plans. We introduce software architecture for Decision
Support Platform that brings together BIM based design, operative simulation of the
terminal and performance evaluation with indicators. The utilisation of the platform is
tested in three use cases. This is a final version of publishing time, and it will be updated
if necessary during the project.
On behalf of the contributors,
Janne Porkka, VTT
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3 Introduction
3.1 Scope
The aim of Work Package 2 (WP2) is to develop a holistic integrated planning
environment that enables technical management of modelled terminal projects and
supports decision making on assets throughout the life cycle. The environment will
extend towards utilisation of modelling concerning building and infrastructures (BIM
and infraBIM) beginning from planning, design and construction and extending to the
operational, economic and environmental performance analyses of freight terminals.
The aim is an increased interaction between participants and enhanced decision making
process. This particular work is necessary for the whole project and is closely connected
with indicators to be developed in Work Package 3 (WP3), pilot modelling in Work
Package 4 (WP4), and operational simulation in Work Package 5 (WP5). Specific
objectives for the work package are as follows:






Analyse upcoming information and requirements for terminal use cases (Task
2.1)
Describe architecture and specify interfaces for integrated planning
environment (Task 2.2)
Implementation of integrated planning environment prototype with new
functionalities (Task 2.3)
Guide and coordinate modelling of BIM terminals in real location and virtual
pilots (Task 2.4)
Support owners and operators to make better decisions with integrated
planning and enhanced interaction (Task 2.5)

The aim is to collect knowledge, use key performance and risk indicators on freight
terminals from WP3, and analyse and convert results into model‐based information
requirements for use cases to enhance performance, economy and reduce risk over the
life cycle.

3.2 Audience
Development of terminals affects multiple stakeholders; therefore, all the major
development efforts should be done in cooperation with these stakeholders. A terminal
is an entity of multiple actors. The actors act at different stages of the supply chain and
could also be in competition against one another. However, as terminals compete
against one another, improvement in a terminal’s performance will provide the actors
with long‐term benefits. Therefore, the deliverable addresses all stakeholders involved
in the development of terminals in one way or another. The deliverable is also addressed
to the actors working at the terminals.
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3.3 Definitions
Main definitions with glossary and abbreviations used in this document are:
Terminal
Terminal: In transport and logistics, terminal means a place where passengers or cargo
is gathered before moving to transport. In seafaring context, terminal has a particular
function in a port area, such as container handling, coal, oil, or passenger terminal. In a
case of a small and specialized port, terminal could refer to an entire port.
Port: This is usually understood as a synonym of seaport. Seaport is a coastal location
with a harbour where ships dock and transfer goods to/from land. Port locations are
selected to optimize access to land and navigable water, meet commercial demand, and
shelter from wind and waves. There are also inland ports, e.g. airports or dry ports (see
Dry port).
Dry port: This can also be called inland port. In intermodal, the terminal is directly
connected by road or rail to a seaport and operates as a transhipment base for other
hinterland destinations.
Hinterland: In shipping, a port's hinterland is the area that it serves, both for imports
and for exports. The size of a hinterland can depend on the geography or on the ease,
speed, and cost of transportation between the port and the hinterland.
Waterway: In general, waterway is any navigable body of water. In this document,
waterway is considered as a part of general shipping routes, which capacity or other
attributes do not restrict the development of port.
Digital models
BIM: This stands for Building Information Model. It is a shared digital representation of
physical and functional characteristics of any built object, including buildings, bridges
and traffic networks. The acronym is also increasingly used to define management and
Building Information Modelling in general, referring to using model‐based applications.
(ISO 12911).
InfraBIM: This stands for Infrastructure Building Information Modelling. The information
is focused on infrastructure information model and related structures and environment
information, but it is without for e.g. buildings.
GIS: This stands for Geographic Information System. The system deals with information
concerning location, relative to the Earth. GIS is a broad term, referring to a number of
different technologies, processes, and methods.
Data exchange and interoperability
Page 7 of 39
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Design model: A subset of information model that covers the design solutions
developed by designers. Phasing when necessary e.g. preliminary design, general
planning, planning of transport networks, final design.
As‐built model: A subset of information model, which covers information how the
designs and plans were actually implemented during the construction.
Coordination model: A combination of models from different designers integrated
together. Coordination model may include e.g. terrain, soil, existing structures, railways
and buildings. The model is used especially for project coordination and clash detection,
and is sometimes referred also as a combination model.
Presentation model: A model version visually as close as possible to reality consolidated
from other models, that contains surface textures, lighting, shading and other details. A
presentation model may also be refined from a coordination model, or be used in
different simulations.
Level of detail: Completeness and accuracy of a modelled plan compared to the physical
and functional characteristics of the actual object. The level of detail usually changes
according to the project phase. Plans are more likely to change early, and in final design
the development it is fixed.
Data exchange and interoperability
Native format: A model stored in a specific application program's storage format used
between same application’s or vendor’s other programs. Data content in a native format
is usually more extensive than with an open format.
Open format: A neutral and open specification that is not controlled by a single vendor
or group of vendors. Large building and infrastructure owners usually demand the use
of open formats.
De‐facto standard: A data exchange format, which has achieved a position of being the
"standard" practice in industry, without being standardised by an official
standardisation body.
Data sharing: Common access to data in a database by a number of applications that
create, use and update the data.
Data exchange: The exchange of data between computer applications; typically using a
data exchange file.
Register: A catalogue data repository for a certain domain managed by authorities or
other public parties.
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Interoperability: In general, the ability of systems to work together. Ability of
applications to exchange, share and utilise digital data within projects, over the life cycle.
Model server: An application that provides a shared model repository, model
management functionality and a data access interface to project models for multiple,
concurrent client applications over the internet.
Cloud services: An any kind of resource that is provided over the Internet. Typically
cloud services are designed to provide easy and scalable access to applications,
resources and services.
Product catalogue: Compilation of information about products that applications can
utilise for example in model‐based planning. Libraries or catalogues provide an easy
access to detailed product information from multiple suppliers. (ISO/DSI 16757‐1)
Data exchange standards
buildingSMART: An alliance of organisations dedicated to improving processes within
the industry through defining and sharing interoperability specifications for open,
international standards. buildingSMART is responsible for maintenance and
development of IFC data exchange standard.
ISO: International Organisation for Standardisation. As an example, ISO/TC 211 is a
Technical Committee 211 that deals with standards for Geographic
Information/Geomatics.
OGC: Open Geospatial Consortium. An international industry consortium to develop
publicly available open interface standard for the global geospatial community in variety
of domains. OGC participates together with buildingSMART to the maintenance and
development of LandXML data exchange standard.
INSPIRE directive: An EU directive which regulates the distribution, access and common
use of public geographic information.
IFC: Industry Foundation Classes. An international, open specification for data exchange
and sharing for architecture, engineering and construction of buildings and bridges. Two
alternative exchange formats are provided for IFC, ISO 10303‐21 standard (IFC Part‐21
format), and XML (ifcXML). IFC is maintained and developed by buildingSMART.
LandXML: A non‐proprietary XML‐based format containing civil engineering and survey
measurement data commonly used in the land development and transportation
industries. Since autumn 2012, the maintenance and development has been shared by
OGC and buildingSMART.
Inframodel: A Finnish national detailed definition for the utilisation of LandXML in data
exchange for infrastructures and asset data. The specification builds upon the
Page 9 of 39
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international LandXML specification, and provides useful extensions such as national
classification.
railML: Railway Mark‐up Language. an open, XML based data exchange format for data
interoperability of railway applications.
railTopomodel: a logical object model to standardise the representation of railway
infrastructure‐related data. Used together with railML, to supplement the data
exchange schema.
InfraGML: Infra Geography Mark‐up Language. A standard for land and infrastructure
information that intends to bring closer GIS and BIM curriculums.
CityGML: City Geography Mark‐up Language. A common information model for the
representation of 3D urban objects. The format defines classes and relations for the
most relevant topographic objects in cities and regional models with respect to their
geometrical, topological, semantical and appearance properties.
Simulation
Baseline scenario: This is also called Base Case. It is a scenario in which the analysis is
done based on the current way of working in a place without having any changes. This
scenario serves as a comparison and starting point to other scenarios.
Conceptual model: This is a repository of high‐level conceptual constructs and
knowledge specified in a variety of communicative forms intended to assist in the design
of any type of large‐scale complex system.
Dashboard: A set of KPIs joined together in a single overview screen. This way a user
gets the whole overview of the performance aspect in one view.
DES: This stands for Discrete Event Simulation. It is a type of simulation, which models
a system as a discrete sequence of events, and where state changes are not possible in
between of events.
DEVS: This is called Discrete Event System Specification. A modular and hierarchical
formalism often used for developing DES engines.
Experiment: This stands for a number of simulation runs in which a single scenario is
studied.
Model: This stands for a representation of anything such as a real system, a proposed
system, a futuristic system design, an entity, a phenomenon, or an idea.
Monte Carlo Simulation: This uses a model built based on statistical random sampling.
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Scenario: A situation that the user wants to study in the simulation tool. An
experiment is the cross section of volume, control, equipment and infrastructure.

INTERMODEL project definitions
Integrated planning environment: A concept in INTERMODEL EU project to technically
combine BIM based coordination model, simulations and performance evaluation using
indicators, and planning/design tools commonly used in multimodal freight terminal
projects.
Decision support platform: A concept and prototype integrating BIM model,
operational simulation and performance evaluation tool to test integrated planning
environment in freight terminal case studies in INTERMODEL EU project.

3.4 Structure
The deliverable is structured to 8 sections, briefly explained below.
 Section 1: Executive summary
 Section 2: Table of contents
 Section 3: Introduction
 Section 4: Trends in terminal development
 Section 5: Model based work practices in terminal development
 Section 6: Software architecture for decision support platform
 Section 7: The utilisation of platform in use cases
 Section 8: Discussion of the software architecture
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4 Trends and challenges in terminal development
The European road transport could collapse if road transport continues to grow at the
current pace. It is a fact that the European Union (EU) is highly dependent on seaports
for trade with the rest of the world and within its internal market. During the year 2013,
74% of goods imported and exported and 37% of exchanges within the EU transited
through seaports. The transfer of goods arriving at the ports is currently handled by road
transport. This easily aggravates the already strained transport situation, while
simultaneously increasing the environmental load. Therefore, there is a strong demand
to simplify and increase the use of other transport modes.
Amongst other transport modes, railroad transport has the most potential to replace
road transport, but the share of rail cargo has been steadily declining in European
countries. This is largely due to the existing bottlenecks throughout the European rail
network and the loss of competitiveness of rail in providing accessibility to production
and consumption centres.
The railroad transport has great potential if the necessary infrastructure is built. A good
solution to the problem could be to focus on the goods entering the ports. From the
ports, the incoming cargo could efficiently be transferred to inland terminals for
distribution by rail. In this way, the need for long haul road cargo is decreased. Using
more rail transport will decrease congestion on the roads while simultaneously
decreasing accidents, improving energy efficiency and air quality.
There is a need to invest in ports, but the planning of the new infrastructure using
current methods is difficult. As an example, the amount of cargo to be transported is
increasing and often the ports are located in the middle of an existing neighbourhood,
which limits possibilities to expand the area. If the designed structures turn out to be
unsuitable due to changes in users’ needs, it is expensive to make changes later.
Addressing the issue of capacity of vessels and ports also needs careful consideration.
Bigger vessels imply more challenges in loading and unloading. There is need for more
capacity to be able to unload the vessel at the same time than a smaller vessel. The quay
side needs more cranes and lifting equipment especially during the peak hours.
Environmental issues are becoming more important and there are new requirements
for the security.
The roles of port authorities and port performance have been widely studied (Maguire
et all, 2012, Brooks et all. 2008 and 2017). Scholars call the change a ‘renaissance’ of
port authorities, revisiting the traditional landlord, regulator and operator functions.
The role of authorities is seen as a community manager that is linked to the port
communities and stakeholders. The new role extends their activities beyond the local
port area level to a regional or even global level. The efficiency of operations is still
important, but they pay more attention also to user satisfaction (Brooks et al, 2008).
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Technology is one of the key drivers when envisioning the port in future. A technological
shift towards unmanned alternatives is expected. This means that vessels, cranes,
vehicles and other port equipment can be controlled via maintenance centre that can
be at a different location.
The current planning of ports and other kind of terminals is very dependent on the key
personnel and their capabilities. The plan has to match together with location,
restrictions from the neighbourhood and logistical solutions. Terminals consist of
multiple functional areas, such as terminal area, support operations and adjacent areas.
Understanding the interplay of various functional areas within the layout is a perquisite
in order to develop an effective logistical solution. The life span of a terminal is long and
its planning and design are the baseline for future possibilities. The layout of freight
terminals and functional areas (see Figure below) demands careful consideration so that
an optimal solution to manage supply chain can be initiated.

Figure 1. Functional areas of terminals (Copyrights: Intermodel project 2017).

The planning involves simultaneous work in multiple design disciplines that needs to be
matched together. The design in different disciplines is usually performed with different
Page 13 of 39
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tools and project management in order to maintain coherency with. The interplay of
various CAD tools, scheduling programs, cost calculation applications and various
solutions for simulations and other purposes are presented in Figure 2. There are many
interfaces between tools and it is important to integrate the plans. At the moment, the
coordination of plans relies on the skills of project team and project manager. If the
solutions are more integrated, they could also support project team in this effort.

Figure 2. Software relation diagram showing interoperability needs of BIM (Source: IDP, 2015).

Moreover, the planning needs to be carried out on a level that is suitable for the
problem. Specific tools and solutions concentrate on isolated aspects of the problem,
while general methods encompassing the entire domain are too high‐level to be used
for an integrated design. A systemic approach, combining various design aspects in a
cohesive manner, is the solution to overcome design integration issues.
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5 Model based work practices in terminal development
The integrated approach adapted in INTERMODEL project for intermodal cargo
transport is presented in Figure 3. The rapid development of ICT has reformed tools used
by architects, engineers, various experts such as logistics developers. The design of large
terminal projects means dozens of experts simultaneously performing domain and
discipline plans. This interplay sets demands for the coordination of alternative designs
and matching that with logistical solution. A ‘good’ terminal satisfies the stakeholders’
expectations in best possible ways for the given preconditions of operations. The
approach in INTERMODEL aims at bringing together design coordination and operational
simulation and combining that into decision support. The decision support for project
manager is provided with setting target indicators for various purposes to evaluate
success. These targets are usually set at early planning and design, and evaluated later
from a complete design.

BIM BASED
APPLICATIONS

BIM BASED
DESIGN

DESIGN
COORDINATION

DECISION
SUPPORT
KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

DECISION
SUPPORT
PLATFORM

COMBINED
BIM MODEL

OPERATIVE
SIMULATION
TERMINAL,INTERCONNECTION
AND EXTERNAL MOBILITY

Figure 3. INTERMODEL methodology for better decision making in multimodal freight terminals.
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5.1 Planning
The design phase aims the development of a solution that is possible to be constructed.
Traditionally various CAD applications are used to plan different functional areas and
related technical domains and disciplines. Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a
methodology to manage construction projects in an intelligent and collaborative
manner. Succar (2009) describes BIM as ‘a set of interacting policies, processes and
technologies generating a methodology to manage the essential building design and
project data in digital format through the building’s lifecycle. It has been used already
for some time in the building industry, and since the past decade the methodology has
been increasingly utilised to also manage other industry sectors such as infrastructures
(Chong et al., 2016). BIM continues to be used more and more in civil engineering and
freight terminals and ports have a great potential to utilize BIM.
In a large terminal development project, there is a tremendous need for advanced tools
that enable using information together to address problems from the engineering
perspective. This kind of actions could potentially save money and time. The purpose of
BIM depends on the need of the project phase. With an integrated approach, all
operations and maintenance of terminals during the life cycle can be better examined.
Moreover, Model based work practices help to manage construction process and
supports documenting end result into ‘as built model’.
The fact that the 4th (time) and 5th (cost) dimensions can be added to a BIM has boosted
efficiency and quality in infrastructure projects (Bradley et al., 2016). Capabilities such
as checking of space conflicts (Moon, Dawood, & Kang, 2014), use of satellite images for
monitoring construction (Han, 2013), and incorporation of cost and schedule model for
evaluation (Kim, Orr, Shen, & Moon, 2014) is a great asset when utilizing BIM. Such
models help detect collisions in advance (clash detection) in e.g. equipment space
reservations or storage areas. Traditionally undetected clashes are very costly to repair
later, because the change causes a chain reaction to design and construction work.
Winch (1989) argued that construction projects are bound together by the flow of
information and material. With the progress of the industry, traditional master builders
are rare to find and principal contractors have emerged to manage information and
activities of the supply chain (Beaumont & Underwood, 2015).
Communication stands a critical element in all project teams. A shared information and
knowledge resource enables informed decisions and their communication to everyone.
In many cases, traditional paper work is partially or completely avoided since the
necessary designs are completed with the help of BIM (The National BIM Standard‐
United States, 2016). The need for BIM can also be explained by the need for better
integration, cooperation and coordination within construction teams (Cicmil & Marshall,
2005) and having an inter‐organizational information sharing system avoids situations
where information is ‘fuzzy, unformatted or difficult to interpret” (Ajam, Alshawi, &
Mezher, 2010). By adopting BIM, information can be shared across the supply chain.
This also means one source of input will facilitate many outputs, discouraging silo
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working and encouraging data‐driven management strategies to be created (Beaumont
& Underwood, 2015).
Model‐based working can be used for designing both schematic massing models and
detailed construction‐ready models. Rather than having to create and document designs
for each new phase, all the necessary information is stored in a database, which can be
regularly updated and easier to manage. Thus, BIM is not just about geometrical
modelling and the input of information, but also a way to improve collaboration
between stakeholders and time required for documenting the work (Bryde, Broquetas,
& Volm, 2013). BIM allows project managers to reengineer the ways to involve all actors
(Bryde et al., 2013). There are also opportunities to provide a more accurate
visualization and track changes automatically. This is an added value to traditional 2D
drawings or 3D renderings resulting in better designs (Bachman, 2009).

5.2 Coordination
The success of construction project depends greatly on effectiveness of processes,
unambiguous duties and having a share understanding between stakeholders. Isolated
work practices in supply chain are unfavourable and usually lead to decreased
performance (Beaumont & Underwood, 2015). Concerning BIM, a multidisciplinary
collaboration is the best way to coordinate and manage all technical disciplines in
individual projects. Currently advanced tools, such as Viasys VDC, enable various domain
and discipline models to be integrated into a single combination model. The quality of
solutions is usually discussed in meetings, where visual 3D presentation model may
bring added value. Visualization helps people with different background to get better
understanding to topic discussed in order to get shared understanding (Porkka et al,
2014). The model also gives the possibility to view the discussed structure from all
viewpoints.
Although adopting BIM is a time consuming and complex effort, there are clear statistics
available from multiple sources indicating positive effects and realised benefits. There is
a clear indication that BIM helps resolve design concerns a lot faster and earlier during
the project (Bachman, 2009). Evidence from Norwegian Road Administration stated that
design validation has the potential to save about 5‐15% in costs by eliminating design
conflicts. A review on 35 construction projects done by Bryde et al (2013) showed that
utilising BIM cost savings are the most positively influenced aspect in the project. The
negative effects were related technical issues and could be resolved by training and
project guidelines. A survey conducted by Autodesk (Autodesk, 2014) added that
modelling usually leads to shorter project schedules and fewer change of orders. Recent
evidence also clarifies that the use of BIM improves Return on Investment (ROI) and
prevents reworking (Ghaffarianhoseini, 2016).
Knowing that BIM leads to reduced transaction costs and less errors, the UK government
has claimed that from 2014 onwards they order designs in a “fully collaborative 3D” BIM
in centrally procured government construction projects (Infrastructure and Projects and
Authority, 2016). The same requirement has also been stated earlier in e.g. Finland and
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Norway. All these claims are based on standardising the data exchange towards an
interoperable open format based transactions from native and closed standards.
However, an integrated work practice also requires objects to be named in rigorous
manner (naming/coding) and processes to be described (Guidelines) for different
purposes.
Currently there are many open standards used worldwide for data exchange, such as IFC
in buildings, LandXML and Inframodel in civil engineering, railML and railTopomodel for
railways, InfraGML and CityGML for GIS data. Many tools are already capable of reading
these formats, which allows information exchange between systems. But for
coordination purposes it is important to have a tool that is able to read all formats in
order to have a combined model rather than separate ones. Civil engineering structures
are planned to exist for tens or hundreds of years and only data stored in open formats
can be read after such a long period.
The coordination of planning in projects usually needs a special person. This practice to
have BIM coordinator has been taken in many countries since the validation is becoming
increasingly technical, and by this way the project manager can concentrate on crucial
issues in the project. Lieblich (2013) and Chong et al. (2016) have listed purposes where
BIM has been used. There were many, such as site setting, layout planning and logistics,
scheduling, material management, engineering analysis, quality assurance, construction
inspection, constructability, safety, cost control, maintenance, asset management and
emergency planning.
The coordination model and a presentation model or virtual model for visualization
purposes are a great way to communicate information to different audiences. Many
experts do not necessarily need a 3D representation, but having it nonetheless is great
asset. Decisions made in design meetings that had model based working can have added
value. The monitoring of meetings showed that virtual applications rapidly displayed
results and took less discussion time as compared to instances when traditional tools,
such as text documents, tables and images were used (Porkka et al. 2013). Recorded
meetings also showed that participants understood the content quicker with a virtual
model and paid more emphasis on problem solving. There was twice as much discussion
amongst the team when a virtual model was used. Recently, 3D virtual models have
also been used in public hearing events for presenting the plan to citizens for feedback
(Porkka et all. 2014).

5.3 Logistics
Efficient logistic operations can only be achieved by a proper and robust terminal design,
as it establishes the foundations for operational choices, and limits possible alternatives.
Design choices typically cannot be easily changed, without extensive financial
repercussions, or significant impact on the terminals operational performance. If these
are in any way hampering the operations, the capacity assumptions might not be met.
Design volume (desired throughput capacity) is closely connected with space
requirements, transport modes, and possible container handling equipment and cannot
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be considered in isolation. Improper design can not only underestimate the needs, but
also overestimate them, ending up in too high capital and/or operational costs. Design
is also crucial for other planning and operation aspects including internal routing (long
distances decrease unit performance), berth planning (need to have adequate length
and depth), suitability for arriving means of transport (e.g. STS cranes need to be high
enough to handle the incoming vessels, so the knowledge of what types of vessels will
arrive must be decided in the design process), among others.
Any layout considerations not taking into account the needs for adequate operations
are insufficient, and may cause serious negative functional implications. Nevertheless, a
proper infrastructure design is only the first step in reaching efficient logistics. It needs
to be followed by suitable planning of the functional areas (such as stack ground spot
plan), supporting equipment (e.g. number of AGVs), operational procedures,
appropriate planning of arrivals (especially vessel calls), suitable Terminal Operating
System (TOS), good coordination and others.

5.4 Decision making
The purpose of modelling is to make a valuable decision based on digital representations
of physical and functional characteristics of terminal area, buildings and other
infrastructures. With the help of model‐based approach and with suitable indicators to
evaluate results (KPIs), it is easier to understand and evaluate the effects of certain
design solutions for terminal operations in a larger context. By using modelling tools,
there are also possibilities to compare different design alternatives to compare how
certain choices in a terminal design will influence the whole.
Visualization is the most important tool in planning. It helps to show and explain project
content to people who may or may not have a technical background or expertise to
make an important decision and approve the project construction. Good quality
visualization illustrates the project details from a neutral and trustworthy perspective.
When model based tools are used in planning, the input data for many indicators can
inherit semi automatically from plans. Many of the BIM authoring tools have possibility
to get e.g. export and/or print reports of areas, quantities, measures and other details
of the content. When the model contains the critical objects with e.g. cost information
to be considered.
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6 Software architecture for Decision Support Platform
The INTERMODEL project aims at establishing a methodology to plan multimodal freight
terminals in a way that leverages model‐based integrated tools. Multi‐dimensional
models are combined into a single BIM model and brought together with different
simulation models resulting in an aggregated decision‐making for project‐planning and
life cycle.
The decision support platform consists of four components: BIM model, Terminal
operational simulation, Rail connection simulation and External mobility simulation.
These components have interfaces to bring relevant data to the platform via the
interfaces. The reference data and information exchange is built upon using open
formats when possible.
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Figure 4. Integrated planning environment concept.

6.1 Key components
The main focus in the project is on the BIM model and Terminal operational simulation,
and their interaction, as well as on open information exchange between BIM model and
common BIM tools (authoring and analysis). External mobility and Rail connection
simulation have a supplementary role in decision support, since most of the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) established for the assessment of intermodal freight
terminals depend on the first two (BIM and Terminal operational simulation). Relations
of key components to INTERMODEL are shown in Figure.
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Figure 5. Focus area for INTERMODEL Decision Support Platform.

6.1.1 BIM model
This section shows some practical examples from the key components of the platform.
In the future, the interplay of components is strengthened through interfaces.
Screenshot below shows the area in one of the case studies, the port of La Spezia, in BIM
authoring tool. Autodesk Revit has been used for aerial plan and detailed information
on functional areas illustrated in the following Figure. The data can be viewed in
Autodesk Revit or exported to other software tools or to make a coordination model in
Viasys VDC Explorer.

Figure 6. Aerial planning in BIM authoring tool from the port of La Spezia (source: the La Spezia port authorities
and IDP, 2017).
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Figure 7. Details from functional area in the port of La Spezia in report from BIM model (source: the La Spezia
port authorities and IDP, 2017).

Viasys VDC Explorer enables the collection of individual BIM models in order to
generating a combined BIM from various discipline models. The coordination model
helps to view clashes between the individual models. Screenshot from viewing a
presentation model in application from Vuosaari harbour is shown below.

Figure 8. A combined BIM model used for coordination purposes (source: Vuosaari harbour & Viasys VDC, 2017).

6.1.2 Terminal operational simulation
Finally, operational simulation for multimodal terminal with rail and road connections is
considered in Macomi platform. Screenshots below show map editor providing 2D
editing options for the logistics and a test run for terminal simulation.
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Figure 9. Map editor environment for interfacing BIM and simulation in simulation platform (source: Macomi,
2017).

Figure 10. Screen capture of the terminal simulation test run with 2D animation (source: Macomi, 2017).
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7 The utilisation of platform in use cases
The developed methodology in decision support platform is tested in two multimodal
freight terminal case studies. The first is the port of La Spezia handling annually 1.2
MTEU of freight. The second case study is an intermodal inland terminal at Melzo with
0.3 MTEU annual volume. These case studies are connected in a way that the major part
of the cargo arriving to Melzo originates from La Spezia. Both terminals are planning
potential investments to significantly increase rail cargo shipping.

Figure 11. The port of La Spezia, Italy.

Figure 12. Melzo intermodal inland terminal, Italy.

The INTERMODEL project has three use cases that were described in D2.1 (see Table 1
below). The first use case considers strategic indicators to evaluate how well the
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terminal performs in its planned use. The second use case considers design coordination
and how initial data is transformed into various BIM models brought together to form
an integrated model. The last use case enriches the modelled plans with operational
simulation information in order to develop an optimal multimodal freight terminal.

Table 1. Descriptions of use cases.

UC
UC1

Name
Strategic
indicators

Description
Develop strategic
needs into
indicators to cover
terminal life cycle

Actors
Operator,
Port authority,
Public body

UC2

Design
coordination

Use integrated
model for design
coordination for
planning a better
terminal

Planner/Designer,
Operator,
Logistic service
provider,
Port authority,
Public body

UC3

Integrated
simulation

Use BIM‐based
design practice
together with an
operational
simulation to
enhance logistical
solution and
decision support

Planner/Designer,
Operator,
Logistic service
provider, Software
provider,
Port authority,
Public body

Target
Select correct indicators for the
project. Set necessary
INTERMODEL indicator framework
indicators for project, and validate
targets.
Collect available initial data and
transform content into BIM
models. Refine that models are
generated according to agreed
principles, and transform data into
an integrated model. The
integrated model is used for design
coordination between various
disciplines and context.
Consider a terminal plan together
with an operational simulation
through an integrated approach.
The approach is tested in pilot
projects to see results with end
users.

7.1 UC1 Strategic indicators
In UC1 we have two sub‐processes: Target setting and Assessment and validation.
Target setting is performed in four separate steps:
1. Collect source data from various systems
Operator, Port authority and Investor provide their source data, typically in form of
reports and other documents (doc, xls, xml etc.) from their systems. These are stored as
such on the platform to be reviewed and analysed in the next step.
2. Propose relevant indicators
Consultant/expert, based on interpreted source data, using Requirements Management
Tool (RMT) embedded in the BIM Module, selects from the list of all INTERMODEL KPIs
the ones that are relevant for the case, and stores the subset in the BIM Model DB.
3. Propose target values for indicators
Consultant/expert using RMT sets initial target values for the KPI selected for the case,
and stores in the BIM Model DB.
4. Review indicators
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Operator, Port authority & Investor review the proposed list of indicators and their
target values collaboratively with Consultant/expert, using RMT; agreed list of KPIs and
their targets is updated in the BIM Model DB.

Terminal
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GML IFC XML

BIM Model
DB
BIM Model
Engine

RMT

RMT = Requirements
Management Tool

External
mobility
simulation

Rail
connection
simulation
Operational
Simulation
Engine
Operational
Simulation
DB

Figure 13. Active ICT component in UC1 sub‐process Target setting.

After this, the UC2 and UC3 are performed, after which the following steps for
assessment and validation are taken:
5. Calculate indicator values based on plans and operational simulation
Depending on the types of relevant indicators, their values for proposed design solution
(or for each alternative solution) are calculated by BIM authoring tools, Simulation tool
or various Analysis tools (Cost, Environmental etc.) and stored in the BIM Model DB.
6. Check indicator values
Consultant/expert reviews the combined list of all calculated indicator values using RMT.
7. Validate indicator values
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Operator, Port authority & Investor review calculated indicator values against their
target values collaboratively with Consultant/expert, using RMT; KPIs and their targets
are updated in the BIM Model DB as deemed necessary.
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GML IFC XML

BIM Model
DB
BIM Model
Engine
External
mobility
simulation

RMT

RMT = Requirements
Management Tool

Rail
connection
simulation
Operational
Simulation
Engine
Operational
Simulation
DB

Figure 14. Active ICT component in UC1 sub‐process Assessment and validation.

Components and interfaces to be developed:
 BIM Model DB to include KPIs (definitions, targets, calculated values etc.)
 Requirements Management Tool (RMT) to be developed (set, review, assess
etc.)
 Operational Simulation DB to include data for selected terminal operation
related indicators
 Simulation Engine to calculate terminal operation related indicators and update
those in BIM Model DB
 Simulation API to be developed for updating terminal operation related
indicators
 BIM Model DB to be developed for updating terminal operation related
indicators
 Design and Analyses tools to be updated for calculating relevant indicators and
for read/write BIM Model DB
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I/O interface (IFC, GML, XML etc.) for developed to enable each tool to
read/write necessary data

A set of 40 indicators has been established for the assessment of intermodal freight
terminals. The use of indicators enables the evaluation of operations and how well
business objectives are reached. The indicator set is presented thoroughly in Deliverable
3.1 in INTERMODEL project.
INTERMODEL framework is built upon five dimensions:
‐ Operational indicators
‐ Financial indicators
‐ Quality indicators
‐ Environmental indicators
‐ Safety indicators
The first use case considers measures for getting a holistic view in terminals. It utilises
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and performance indicators (PIs) for the purpose. The
implementation of methodology begins with implementing selected short list of
indicators in case study context. When the short‐listed indicators are implemented,
support for the remaining rest of indicators in framework is assessed.
A proposal for these short list indicators is introduced in following pages. Each indicator
is presented by explained with a brief description and unit. The development of
indicators for evaluation purposes continues with a careful consideration of tools
utilised for their calculation and collecting input data that is required in order to set the
target values for indicators.
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Table 2. Intermodel Indicator framework with selected short list indicators (based on deliverables D3.1 and D2.1).

Framework

ID

Operational

1

Intermodal terminal
throughput (volume)

Name

Cargo handling in terminal for imports, exports and transhipment.

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Quality
Quality
Financial
Financial
Financial
Financial

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Equipment utilization
Gate utilization
Labour Utilization
Storage area utilization
Rail track utilization
Berth utilization
Turnaround time
Waiting Time
Return on Investment
Terminal's profitability
Operating efficiency
Operating revenues

Effective equipment use deployed over a specified period.
Effective gate use deployed over a specified period.
Effective use of labour over a specified period.
Storage yard occupation calculated by storage capacity in piles and slots.
Rail track occupation for the total time.
Amount of time berth occupied out of the total time.
Elapsed time between arrival and departure for trucks, trains and vessels.
Unproductive time per visit such as waiting for service, gates and buffer areas.
Return on an investment relative to the investment’s cost.
Terminal’s profit through revenue minus total expenses in relation to business size.
Share of terminal’s revenue left after paying operational costs.
Revenue generated per handled unit.

Financial

14

Operating benefits per unit

Benefits obtained per handled unit.

Financial

15

Direct employment from terminal activities.

Financial

16

Financial

17

Quality

18

Quality

19

Environmental

20

Environmental

21

Direct jobs sustained from
terminal activities
Indirect jobs sustained from
terminal activities
Road and rail track
maintenance cost
Easiness of entry and exit
from highways
Easiness of entry and exit
from rail network
Energy consumption per
handled unit
Carbon footprint per unit

Quality

22

Delays produced
(reliability) ‐ road

Short description

Indirect employment from terminal activities within a specified area.
Public maintenance expenditures to keep road and rail infrastructures operational.
Average travel time to enter and exit terminal from highways and main roads.
Average travel time to enter and exit terminal from railway network.
Energy and fuel consumption per handled unit calculated for different types (TEUs,
ITUs, tons).
Carbon footprint per handled unit types to measure environmental impact of
actions.
Delays of trucks due to congestion leading to longer waiting times in terminal.
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Unit

Short list

TEU, ITU or tons

X

Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Time (minutes, hours)
Time (minutes, hours)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Percentage (%)
Unitary revenues (€/TEU,ITU '
or ton)
Unitary benefits (€/TEU,ITU
or ton)
Number of full time employees
(FTEs)
Number of full time employees
(FTEs)
Cost per road and track
kilometer (€/km)
Time (minutes)

X

X
X

X

Time (minutes)
kJ/kW and fuel per handled
unit type
CO2/TEU,UTI,ton
Kg CO2/ tkm
kg CO2
Time (minutes, hours)

X
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Framework

ID

Name

Quality

23

Environmental

24

Environmental

25

Safety
Safety

26
27

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Financial

28
29
30
31
32

Financial

33

Financial

34

Financial

35

Financial

36

Financial

37

Quality

38

Delays produced
(reliability) ‐ railway
CO, NOX, SOC, PM
emissions
Population exposed to high
levels of traffic noise
Number of road accidents
Number of railway
accidents
Manoeuvring time
Service time
Berthing time
Idle time (equipment)
Capital expenditures
(CAPEX)
Operational expenditures
(OPEX)
Corrective maintenance
cost (equipment)
Preventive maintenance
cost (equipment)
Corrective concrete
structures maintenance
cost
Preventive concrete
structures maintenance
cost
Unproductive time

Environmental

39

Safety

40

Use of alternative fuels
from total consumption
Accidents related to hazard
cargo

Short description
Delays of freight trains leading to longer waiting times in terminal.
Emissions per type of equipment and activities obtained from statistical data.
Amount of people exposed to noise from traffic and operations.
Number of road accidents related to terminal and its hinterland at region.
Number of railway accidents related to terminal and its hinterland at region.

Unit
Kg CO,NOX,SOC and PM/
handled unit, tkm
Number of persons exposed to
>55 dB noise
Number of accidents per year
Number of accidents per year

Time required per type of transport between terminal arrival and departure.
Time elapsed per type of transport for terminal cargo operations and services.
Time taken from vessel arrival to its departure from terminal.
Non‐productive time when equipment is ready for use but is not being used.
Sum of expenses in physical assets such as properties, buildings and equipment.

Time (minutes, hours)
Time (minutes, hours)
Time (minutes, hours)
Time (minutes, hours)
€ and €/ton, €/TEU, €/UTI)

Sum of normal terminal operating expenses including business, facility and
personnel running costs.
Annual downtime for corrective maintenance and breakdown repairs.

€ and €/ton, €/TEU, €/UTI)

Annual downtime for preventive maintenance and breakdown repairs.

Hours (each equipment)
Hours (each equipment)

Adequate corrective maintenance according to plan to ensure the service life of
concrete structures.

Cost per kilometre of structure
(€/km)

Adequate preventive maintenance according to plan to ensure the service life of
concrete structures.

Cost per kilometre of structure
(€/km)

Share of truck, train and vessel turnaround time spent for unproductive matters,
such queuing or waiting for service.
Percentage of alternative fuel consumption from total energy consumed.

Percentage (%)

Number of accidents and close incidents for personnel taking place at terminal
loading, unloading and transit activities.
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Time (minutes, hours)

Percentage (%)
Number of accidents per year

X
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7.2 UC2 Design coordination
In UC2 we have two sub‐processes: Initial data and discipline models and Combine and
review designs.
Initial data and initial state discipline models sub‐process takes four steps:
1. Collect initial data from various systems
Operator, Logistics system provider, Port authority provide their source data, often in
form of drawings, reports and other documents (dwg, doc, xls, xml etc.) from their
systems; some of the source data may be available in some open data format (CityGML,
LandXML etc.). Planner/designer retrieves data from municipal planning and survey
services (maps records etc.) and from complementing on‐site surveys (point clouds,
subsoil data etc.).
2. Develop plans to discipline initial state BIM models
Main Planner/designer with Special designers & Systems providers review the source
data and create initial state models for each planning/design discipline.
3. Check in discipline initial state BIM models
Main Planner/designer performs quality control on initial state models with BIM
checking tools.
4. Initial state review for design disciplines
Operator, Port authority, Public body, Planner/designer, Special design & system
provider review initial state models (using individual BIM authoring tools or a combined
model explorer).
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Figure 15. Active ICT component in UC2 sub‐process Initial data and discipline models.

With the accepted initial state modelling and agreed requirements (target KPIs) for
planning/design, each individual discipline develops their proposed solution for design
coordination and review. The sub‐process Combine and review designs follows in five
steps:
5. Combine individual design discipline plans
BIM coordinator combines the design models from all disciplines (checked in the
platform) and performs quality control on the combined model.
6. Develop plan in collaborative design review
Operator, Port authority, Public body, together with Planner/designer, and Special
design & System providers review the combined model against the targets and for
further development.
7. Select suitable equipment and durable materials, and improve logistics
Planner/designer, Special design & system provider, Material suppliers, Logistics system
provider update their models as suggested by the collaborative design review.
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8. Iterative plan development
Planner/designer, Special design & system provider, Logistics system provider keep
improving their designs, utilizing combined BIM in design team reviews in each iteration.
9. Approve plan in collaborative design review
Operator, Port authority, Public body, review the coordinated design proposal with
Planner/designers and Special design & Systems providers.
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GML IFC XML

BIM Model
DB
BIM Model
Engine
External
mobility
simulation

RMT

RMT = Requirements
Management Tool

Rail
connection
simulation
Operational
Simulation
Engine
Operational
Simulation
DB

Figure 16. Active ICT component in UC2 sub‐process Combine and review designs.

Components and interfaces to be developed:
 I/O interface (IFC, GML, XML etc.) to enable each individual discipline tool to
read/write their initial state model and design model data.
 BIM Model DB and Model Engine to create, manipulate and show terminal
design objects in coordinated view.
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7.3 UC3 Integrated simulation coordination
In UC3 we have two sub‐processes: Prepare combined BIM and operational simulation
and Execute combined BIM and operational simulation.
Prepare combined BIM and operational simulation
1. Verify combined BIM model from terminal
BIM coordinator and Terminal simulation provider check the combined BIM developed
by design team for simulation requirements.
2. Collect initial data for operational simulation model from terminal
Terminal simulation provider complements the data derived from combined BIM with
other necessary source data for simulation.
3. Set up terminal operational simulation experimentations model
Terminal simulation provider sets parameter for each simulation run
(variation/scenario) to be executed.

BIM Model
DB
BIM Model
Engine
External
mobility
simulation

Rail
connection
simulation
Operational
Simulation
Engine
Operational
Simulation
DB
GML XML

Figure 17. Active ICT component in UC3 sub‐process Prepare combined BIM and operational simulation.
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Execute combined BIM and operational simulation
4. Develop and validate operational simulation model and sync with combined BIM
Terminal simulation provider develops operational simulation model and performs
quality control with BIM coordinator.
5. Run terminal operational simulations
Terminal simulation provider executes the simulations provides results for review with
BIM coordinator.
6. Evaluate and improve terminal operational simulation experiments
Terminal simulation provider reviews the results of operational simulation runs with
BIM coordinator to identify potential problems & improvement points proposed design
solutions.
7. Generate feedback reports from terminal operational simulations
Terminal simulation provider and BIM coordinator process the simulation results for
presentation and review with main stakeholders.
8. Collaborative terminal operational simulation review
Terminal simulation provider and BIM coordinator, together with Planner/designer and
Logistics system provider present the design options with simulation results, as well as
calculated KPI values against their targets, to Operator and Port authority.

GML IFC XML

BIM Model
DB
BIM Model
Engine
External
mobility
simulation

RMT

RMT = Requirements
Management Tool

Rail
connection
simulation
Operational
Simulation
Engine
Operational
Simulation
DB
GML XML

Figure 18. Active ICT component in UC3 sub‐process Execute combined BIM and operational simulation.
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Components and interfaces to be developed:
 I/O interface to BIM model (IFC, GML, XML etc.) to enable each individual
discipline tool to read/write their design model data
 BIM Model DB and Model Engine to create, manipulate and show terminal
design objects in coordinated view.
 I/O interface to simulation model (GML, XML etc.) to import terminal model and
operational data to create simulation.
 API to sync operational data from simulation to BIM model
 Requirement Management Tool to describe, set target values and assess
indicator values.
 Calculation methods to simulation model for indicators.
 I/O interface to BIM Model DB and simulation model DB to communicate
indicator data.
 BIM Model DB to create, manipulate and show indicator data in coordinated
view.
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8 Discussion of the software architecture
Intermodal cargo terminals handling transport shifts require a careful consideration. To
be more precise, these terminals call for an understanding of varied users and taking
into account multiple viewpoints. When renovating an existing terminal, it must be
operating simultaneously. Therefore, the logistical solution is also rather fixed, and
considerable alterations can’t be performed. For a new terminal, there is an opportunity
to revise logistical options in order to find the most optimal alternative.
Terminal development leans on a skilled project team and modern tools. The rapid
development of ICT has reformed tools used by architects, engineers and different
experts of construction and logistics. In planning and design, model based tools are
increasingly used and increase productivity. Those allow better work coordination and
different design disciplines to be combined for clash checking. Similarly, the logistical
planning is also implemented with intelligent tools.
Decision support platform that is under development in INTERMODEL project is an
interesting path opener. The approach bridges design, operational simulation and
performance indicators for terminal evaluation. Currently these tools are separated
from each other and there is not interfaces available to export and import information.
The work aims at specifying platform with components and interfaces, to allow
optimising the layout of terminal at high level, to be used at planning phase when there
is need to compare various alternatives to match logistics and designs. The work is
ambitious and considers also interoperability issues.
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